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CONS P EC TU S

S ince their detection 20 years ago, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have captured the interest of scientists, because one-dimensional
(1D) nanostructures (nanowires, nanotubes, and nanoribbons) have fascinating physical properties and many potential

technological applications. These are materials with structural features limited to the range of 1�100 nm in one dimension, and
unlimited in the others. When their size goes down to certain characteristic lengths, such as the Bohr radius, the wavelength of
incandescent light, and the phonon mean-free path, quantum mechanical effects can occur. This results in novel optical, magnetic,
and electronic characteristics. These physical properties, along with unique transport features in the longitudinal direction and
large surface-to-volume ratio, make 1D nanostructures attract extensive attention in both fundamental research and engineering
applications. From a synthetic point of view, it is highly desirable to develop a simple route for fabricating 1D nanostructures in
large scale at low cost. On the other hand, in order to transfer the intrinsic features of individual 1D nanostructures into
macroscopic scale and realize practical applications, we need to explore highly efficient and scalable assembly methods to
integrate 1D nanostructures into functional macroscopic architectures.

In 2006, our group developed a simple hydrothermal method for synthesizing ultrathin Te nanowires (TeNWs) using conventional
chemicals. As we found through systematic study over the past several years, we can use the ultrathin TeNWs as a versatile templating
material to fabricate a series of high-quality 1D nanostructures by taking the unique advantages of TeNWs, such as large-scale synthesis,
high processability, and high reactivity. The obtained 1Dproducts inherit the dimensional (high aspect ratio) andmechanical (high flexibility)
features of the original TeNWtemplates, thus allowing us to constructmacroscopic architectures by using themas nanoscale building blocks.

In this Account, we describe on our recent developments in the multiplex templating synthesis of 1D nanostructures, their
macroscopic assemblies, and applications. We first introduce ultrathin TeNWs and their advantages as a templating material. Through the
multiplex templating process, we can prepare a family of 1D nanostructures that covers a wide range of materials, including noble metals,
metal oxides, semiconductors, carbon, polymers, and their binary andmultiple hybrids.We emphasize the reactivity of templatingmaterials
and the versatility of templating processes in this Account. On the basis of the templated 1D products, we then describe a series of
macroscopic assemblies of 1D nanostructures, including free-standing membranes, films, hydrogels, and aerogels. These exhibit enormous
potential for attractive applications, such as liquid filtration and separation, continuous-flow catalysis, electrocatalysis, polymer-based
nanocomposites, and superadsorbents, and elastomeric conductors. We believe that the great versatility of templating synthesis, a scalable
assembling process, and large-scale synthesis can significantly enhance the application reliability of the 1D nanostructures.
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1. Introduction
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in the early

1990s,1 there has been increased interest in one-dimensional

(1D) nanostructures (nanowires, nanotubes, and nanoribbons)

due to their fascinating physical properties and potential

technological applications.2�5 Based on their unique geo-

metric characteristics, 1D nanostructures are believed to

play an important role as next-generation building blocks

for electronic or photoelectronic devices, for chemical or

biological sensors, and for energy harvesting, storage, and

conversion.3,6 Among various methods for fabricating 1D

nanostructures, template-directed synthesis has been oneof

the most popular routes because of its simplicity and great

variability in controlling chemical composition and mor-

phology of 1D nanostructures in both lateral and longitudi-

nal dimensions.2,4,7 The feasibility of a templating synthesis

is highly dependent on the availability and processability of

the templating materials, as well as their reactivity.4,8

For realizing practical applications, it is frequently necessary

to assemble 1Dnanostructures intomacroscopic architectures,

while maintaining the intrinsic features of individual 1D

nanostructures, which bridges the gap from the nano- into

themacro-world and is essential for a variety of engineering

applications. The macroscopic assemblies are expected to

possess cumulative properties of individual 1D nanostruc-

tures and exhibit great potential in various aspects.5,9,10

For example, alignment or patterning of nanowires into

ordered arrays or films on substrates can gain enhanced

electrical, optical, magnetic, and sensing properties owing

to the emergence of collective properties.5,9 Free-standing

membranes assembled from nanofibers are particularly at-

tractive for liquid filtration as result of their structural char-

acteristics, such as high porosity, good flexibility, large sur-

face area per unit volume, and interconnected open pore

structure.11�13 Furthermore, integrationof nanowires or nano-

tubes into 3D networks can produce highly porous macro-

scopic materials with high adsorption capacity for pollutants

and enhanced mass-transport properties for electrons, ions,

heat, and force, which makes them very suitable for produ-

cing polymer-based composites with improved electrical,

mechanical, and thermal properties and as electrode mate-

rials for energy conversion and storage.10,14,15

This Account will describe our systematical work in the

production of a family of 1D nanostructures in large scale

usinghighly reactiveTenanofibersas templates. Theassembly

behaviors of the 1D products into macroscopic materials,

including films, free-standing membranes, hydrogels, and

aerogels, as well as their potential applications, are also

considered.

2. Multiplex Templating Synthesis in 1D
Nanoscale

2.1. Ultrathin Te Nanowires: A Versatile Templating

Material. A good templating material should satisfy several

requirements. First, it should be easily obtained in large

scale. The feasibility and scale of a template-directed synthe-

sis are highly dependent on the templating materials. Thus,

it is important to achieve simple and large-scale synthesis for

the templating materials. Second, the processability of the

templating materials should be good in solution. It is a key

factor to disperse well the templating materials in solution

for realizing uniform coating or conversion in nanoscale.

Third, from a chemical point of view, high reactivity of the

templating materials is also desirable, which can enhance

the chemical transformation of them into targetedmaterials

even under mild reaction conditions.

In 2006, our group developed a simple but highly effi-

cient hydrothermal method for synthesizing ultrathin Te

nanowires (TeNWs) by using some conventional chemicals,

namely, sodium tellurite (tellurium source), hydrazine hy-

drate (reducing agent), and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP,

capping agent).16 The chemical reaction that occurred dur-

ing the synthesis can be formulated as follows:

TeO3
2� þN2H4 3H2O f Te(nanowires)þN2 þ2H2Oþ2OH�

(1)

The obtained uniform TeNWs with an average diameter

of 7 nmand length up tohundreds ofmicrometers are highly

crystalline and grow along the [001] direction (Figure 1a�c).

It is believed that the formation of the high-quality TeNWs is

due to the anisotropic structure along c-axis of tellurium and

the protective effect of PVP molecules on some crystal

planes.17

We found that the high-quality TeNWs canmeet well the

above-mentioned requirements of a good templating ma-

terial, that is, large-scale synthesis, easy processability, and

high reactivity. The hydrothermal synthesis of TeNWs can

be directly scaled up by using a large autoclave. We have

successfully prepared 12 L of TeNW solution (∼12 g TeNWs)

in a one-pot synthesis by using a 16 L autoclave

(Figure 1d).16 It is quite possible to realize larger scale

synthesis for industrial production by further enlarging the

volume of the autoclave. Another advantage of the TeNW

templates is its excellent dispersion in various solvent, such

as water, ethanol, ethylene alcohol, and so on. In fact, it is
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difficult to centrifuge out TeNWs from the original solution

even under very high centrifugal speed. Adding acetone into

the solution can precipitate out the TeNWs because of the

poor solubility of PVP in acetone.18 The sediment of TeNWs

can be redispersed well into water or other solvents with a

concentration as high as 0.1 mol/L (1.27 wt %). The high

processability of TeNWs in various solvents makes it easy

to perform template-directed synthesis more efficiently.

Finally, the ultrathin feature of the TeNWs results in a

remarkable reactivity towardmany chemicals, thus facilitating

the chemical transformation of the TeNW templates to corre-

sponding products.

On the basis of these advantages, we demonstrated that

the ultrathin TeNWs can be employed as a versatile templat-

ingmaterial for fabricating a series of 1Dnanostructures that

cover a wide range of materials, such as noblemetals, metal

oxides, semiconductors, carbon, polymers, and their binary

and multiple hybrids. In the following two sections, we

will discuss in detail the formation of these 1D nano-

structures by various templating processes, including chem-

ical (Scheme 1a), physical (Scheme 1b), and multiplex tem-

plating process (Scheme 1c).

2.2. Chemical Templating Process against TeNWs: For-

mation of High-Quality Noble Metal and Telluride 1D

Nanostructures. Bulk tellurium is a narrow direct band gap

semiconductor material and can be stable long term under

ambient conditions. However, our detailed studies sug-

gested that the ultrathin TeNWs with a diameter of only

several nanometers were easily oxidized when they con-

tacted with air, ethanol, and water.18,19 The metastable

features of ultrathin TeNWs motivate us to explore new

nanoscale chemical transformations by using them as sacri-

ficial templates (Scheme 1a).

We first studied the galvanic replacement reactions be-

tween TeNWs and noble metal salt precursors (eqs 2 and

3).20 The enhanced reactivity of ultrathin TeNWs allows for

easy synthesis of high-quality noble metal 1D nanostruc-

tures under mild conditions (60 �C in ethylene glycol). The

obtained platinum and palladium 1D nanostructures inherit

the dimensions of original TeNWs templates, thus also

possessing a uniform diameter and an ultrahigh aspect ratio

of ∼10000 (Figure 2a�c). Interestingly, we found that the

FIGURE 1. (a) Typical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
of TeNWs. (b) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a single TeNWs.
(c) Crystal structure of the [001] directed hexagonal TeNWs. (d) Photo-
graphy of the as-prepared TeNWs solutions, showing the large-scale
synthesis.

SCHEME1. Schematic Illustration of Various Templating Processes in 1DNanoscale, Including (a) Chemical, (b) Physical, and (c) Multiplex Templating
Processes
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morphologies of platinum were highly dependent on the

valence of chosen metal precursors. Pt nanotubes (PtNTs)

and nanowires (PtNWs) could be selectively prepared by

using tetravalent and divalent platinum salts, respectively

(Figure 2a,b).

PtCl6
2� þTe(nanowires)þ3H2O

f Pt(nanotubes or nanowires)þTeO3
2� þ6Cl� þ6Hþ

(2)

2PdCl2 þ Teþ3H2O f 2Pd(nanowires)þTeO3
2�

þ4Cl� þ6Hþ (3)

On the other hand, tellurium is an essential component

in manufacturing of many functional telluride materials.

Therefore, we also explored the chemical transformation

from TeNWs to 1D telluride nanostructures.21,22 A series

of high-quality telluride nanowires, including CdTe, PbTe,

Ag2Te, Cu2Te, and Bi2Te3 can be successfully synthesized

(Figure 2d�h). Different from the formation of noble metals,

which was based on the direct galvanic replacement reac-

tions, the fabrication of tellurides from TeNWs generally

requires additional reducing agent. Taking the synthesis of

CdTe for an example, it is believed that hydrazine hydrate

first reduces the cadmium ions into elemental cadmium,

which then diffuse into the lattice of TeNWs and react to

form the CdTe nanowires (eqs 4 and 5).

2Cd2þ þN2H4 þ4OH� f 2CdþN2 þ4H2O (4)

CdþTe(nanowires) f CdTe(nanowires) (5)

These functional telluride nanowires could be of special

interest in photovoltaics, thermoelectricity, and nanoscale

electronics. For example, we have shown that the thermal

conductivity of Bi2Te3 nanowire decreased notably com-

pared with other Bi2Te3 nanostructures and bulk Bi2Te3
materials, verifying the structural characteristics of 1D ther-

moelectric nanomaterials.22

2.3. Physical Templating Process against TeNWs: For-

mation of Core/Shell 1DNanostructures andHigh-Quality

Carbonaceous Nanofibers (CNFs). The high processability

of TeNWs in solution not only can enhance their chemical

transformation into noble metal and telluride 1D nano-

structures but also can facilitate the formation of a uniform

coating of other materials around them. We have success-

fully fabricated several core/shell 1D nanostructures by

employing TeNWs as physical templates (Scheme 1b). In

these templating processes, the TeNWs are just used as

physical substrates and survive in the products, which are

different from the chemical templating processes as dis-

cussed above.

We first demonstrated the physical templating process

by coating a uniform carbonaceous layer around TeNWs

through the so-called hydrothermal carbonization (HTC)

process.25�23 In this process, glucose molecules used as a

carbon source were absorbed onto the dispersed TeNW

templates in water. Then, the adsorbed glucose polymer-

ized, carbonized, and formed the well-defined Te@carbo-

naceous (Te@C) nanocables at an elevated temperature of

160�180 �C (Figure 3a). The polymerization and carboniza-

tion of glucose in the absence of any templates tend to result

in carbon colloid spheres by homogeneous nucleation and

growth.27,28 The incorporationof a1D template into theHTC

system can induce heterogeneous nucleation and growth of

carbonaceous specieson the surfaceof the templateandavoid

FIGURE 2. Typical TEM images of (a, b) Pt, (c) Pd, (d) CdTe, (e) PbTe, (f) Ag2Te, (g) Cu2Te, and (h) Bi2Te3 1D nanostructures.
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the formation of carbon spheres.23 After etching out the

TeNW cores in acidic peroxide solution, flexible carbona-

ceous nanofibers (CNFs) were obtained (Figure 3b). It is

difficult to observe the voids left after etching because of

the ultrathin features of TeNWs and swelling behavior of

carbonaceous shells.

The greatest advantage of the template-directed HTC

synthesis is its easy and precise control of the thickness of

carbonaceous shells. Our systematic study revealed that the

reaction time and temperature as well as the ratio of tell-

urium to glucose are the key factors determining the diam-

eter of Te@C nanocables.11,23,29 A series of highly uniform

CNFs with diameters in the range of tens to hundreds of

nanometers have been prepared by regulating the reaction

parameters (Figure 3c�f). Specifically, prolonging the HTC

time will increase the diameter of the CNFs but the growth

becomes slow and reaches a plateau finally because of

exhaustion of glucose (Figure 3g). Increasing the HTC tem-

perature can enhance the growth rate of carbonaceous

shells (Figure 3g). Decreasing the concentration of TeNWs

templates while keeping the amount of glucose unchanged

enables each TeNWs receivemore carbon source and finally

results in thicker CNFs (Figure 3h).

This template-directed HTC process can be extended to

other material systems. For example, hydrothermal treatment

of phenol and hexamethylenetetramine in the presence of

TeNWs can generate the Te@phenol formaldehyde resin

(PFR) nanocables.29

2.4. Multiplex Templating Process against Ultrathin

TeNWs: Formation of Hybrid 1D Nanostructures. The

CNFs obtained by the template-directed HTC process at

low temperature are highly functionalized with abundant

hydroxylic and carboxylic groups.23 The negatively charged

carboxylic groups allow the CNFs to capture positively

charged metal ions or nanoparticles by electrostatic interac-

tions. And the hydroxylic groups on the CNFs have remark-

able reducing ability for in situ loading with metal nano-

particles.31 Theseuniqueabilities of CNFs enable them to serve

as secondary templates to generate other 1D nanostructures.

For example, a family of metal oxide nanotubes has been

prepared by employing CNFs as sacrificial templates

(Figure 4a�d).32,33 Loading of metal or metal oxide nanopar-

ticles on the surface of CNFs can result in hybrid 1D nanoma-

terials (Figure 4e�h).34 By successively carrying out physical

coatingandchemical transformation,weobtainedPt@C35and

Pd@C nanocables and Au@C nanobeanpods (Figure 4i�k).

Moremultiplex templatingprocesses cangeneratemoremulti-

plex compositenanofibers (Figure4l). These syntheses indicate

thegreat versatility of themultiplex templating processes that

start from ultrathin TeNWs (Scheme 1c).

3. Macroscopic Materials of 1D
Nanostructures and Their Applications
As discussed above, ultrathin TeNWs are indeed excellent

templating materials for generating a wide range of 1D

nanostructures through physical, chemical, and multiplex

templating processes. These TeNW-derived products inherit

the dimensional (high aspect ratio) and mechanical (high

flexibility) properties of the original ultrathin TeNWs, which

make them highly able to construct macroscopic articles

when they are used as nanoscale building blocks. In this

section, we demonstrate several kinds of macroscopic materi-

als consisting of 1D nanostructures, including membranes,

FIGURE 3. (a, b) Typical TEM images of Te@C nanocables and CNFs, respectively. (c�f) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of CNFs with
various diameters. (g) Dependence of the diameter of CNFs on HTC reaction time. (h) Dependence of the diameter of CNFs on amount of TeNWs. The
glucose amount and the total volume of mixed solution in all syntheses are fixed as 40 g and 600 mL, respectively.
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films, hydrogels, and aerogels. Importantly, these macro-

scopic articles maintain the intrinsic features of their indivi-

dual nanoscale components and exhibit great application

potential in various fields.

3.1. Free-Standing CNFMembranes and Their Applica-

tion for Liquid Filtration and Separation. We first con-

structed free-standing nanofibrous membranes from CNFs

through the solvent-evaporation-induced self-assembly pro-

cess,11 which is an efficient route for assembling 1D nano-

structures with high aspect ratio into free-standing membrane

materials.36 The highly uniform CNFs with tunable dia-

meters are fabricated through the template-directed HTC

process and can be well dispersed into water or ethanol to

form a homogeneous suspension (the inset in Figure 5a).

After casting of the suspension onto a Teflon substrate and

slow evaporation of the solvent under ambient conditions, a

brown paper-like material is obtained, which shows high

mechanical flexibility and permits bending without any

damage (Figure 5a,b). Microstructure observation indicates

that the membranes consist of randomly oriented nanofi-

bers that intertwist with each other to form a highly porous

network structure (Figure 5c,d).

When used for liquid separation, fibrous membranes

possess several unique advantages over conventional gran-

ular filtration media, such as large porosity, interconnected

open pore structure, and high permeability. The cutoff size,

pore distribution, and filtration performance of fibrous mem-

branes are highly dependent on the diameter and uniformity

of fibers. When the diameters of fibers are reduced into

nanometer range, the correspondingmembraneswith nano-

scale cutoff size canbeachieved. The filtration tests show that

theCNFmembraneshaveaverynarrowpore size distribution

and can quickly filter out nanoparticles with a size as low as

25 nm (Figure 5e). Additionally, the cutoff size of the CNF

membranes can be precisely controlled from only a few tens

to hundreds of nanometers by carefully regulating the diam-

eters of the CNFs. Based on these filtration properties, we

further demonstrate the extraordinary ability of CNF mem-

branes for size-selective separation. Nanoparticles with the

desirable size can be fractionated successfully from amixture

composed of polydisperse nanoparticles by designing multi-

ple filtration steps and selecting proper CNFs membranes.

In addition to filtration or separation based on size exclu-

sion, it is also interesting to explore the application of CNF

membranes for rejection of molecules or ions from solu-

tions, due to the abundant oxygen-containing groups on the

CNFs.12 These functional groups can capture organic dyes

and ionic pollutants through electrostatic, complex, or hy-

drogen-bonding interactions (Figure 5f). By combination

of the adsorption behavior of microscopic CNFs and the

FIGURE 4. (a�d) Metal oxide nanotubes fabricated by templating against CNFs: (a) TiO2, (b) SnO2, (c) ZrO2, and (d) BaTiO3. (e�h) CNF-based hybrid
nanofibers fabricated by loading of nanoparticles onto CNFs: (e) CNF�Fe3O4, (f) CNF�TiO2, (g) CNF�Ag, and (h) CNF�Au. (i�k) Core/shell 1D
nanostructures fabricated by using Te@CNF nanocables as templates: (i) Pt@CNFs, (j) Pd@CNFs, and (k) Au@CNFs. (l) Au@CNFs�Fe3O4 ternary
composite nanofibers fabricated by loading Fe3O4 nanoparticles on Au@CNFs nanobeanpods.
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filtering capabilities ofmacroscopicmembranes, it is demon-

strated that the CNF membranes can decontaminate water

in a simple and efficient filtration process (Figure 5g). More-

over, after functionalization of the surface of CNFs with

β-cyclodextrin, the CNF membranes become an ideal mole-

cular filter for capturing organics.13

3.2. Free-Standing CNF-Based Composite Membranes

and Their Multifunctional Applications. As discussed in the

section 2.4, the CNFs can serve as a versatile substrate for

loading various nanoparticles on them and forming hybrid

nanofibers. Similar to the CNFs, the formed hybrid nano-

fibers can also be assembled into free-standing membranes

through the casting process (Figure 6a). Interestingly, these

macroscopic membrane materials exhibit multifunctional

properties.34 For example, the CNF�Fe3O4 membrane can

be actuated by a magnet to adsorb a water drop (Figure 6b).

The CNF�Ag compositemembranes have great potential as

high-performance filters for long-term operation because

they can filter out bacteria from water completely while

exhibiting excellent antibiofouling ability (Figure 6c,d). The

CNF�Aumembranes display a persistent catalytic ability in a

continuous-flow mode (Figure 6e,f).

3.3. Free-Standing PtNW Membranes as Electrocata-

lysts for the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR). Based on

the chemical transformation of TeNWs and the self-assem-

bling capability of CNFs and their derivates, a multiplex

templating and assembling route was designed to fabricate

free-standing PtNW membranes.35 The Pt@C nanocables

were first prepared by coating TeNWs with carbonaceous

shells to form Te@C nanocables and subsequent replacing

the Te cores with Pt through the galvanic replacement reac-

tion. After assembly of the Pt@C nanocables into membranes

and burning off carbonaceous component, free-standing

PtNW membranes were obtained (inset in Figure 7a). Micro-

scopic observation of the Pt membranes confirms the pre-

sence of porous network structure where fine PtNWs

interconnect with each other to a high degree (Figure 7a,b).

Electrochemical tests revealed that the PtNW membranes

exhibit comparable mass activity with commercial Pt/C

catalysts for the ORR of proton-exchange membrane fuel cells

(PEMFCs), despite having a 50% lower Pt electrochemical sur-

face area (ECSA) (Figure 7c). More importantly, the membrane

catalyst ismuchmore stable than commercial Pt/C and Pt black

catalysts (Figure 7d), which is crucial for PEMFC applications. It is

believed that the enhanced activity and durability of the PtNW

membrane are due to the intrinsic characteristics of 1D Pt

nanostructures and the unique nanofibrous networks that facil-

itate the electron transport and gas diffusion.35,37

3.4. Langmuir�Blodgett Films of Tellurium and Tell-

uride Nanowires and Their Applications as Electronic

Devices. These free-standing membranes discussed above

are composed of abundant randomly oriented nanofibers.

These disordered nanofibers can build up uniform and porous

network structures where mass and electrons can transport

FIGURE 5. (a, b) Photographs of free-standing CNF membranes. Inset in panel a, photograph of CNF dispersion. (c, d) SEM images of the top surface
and cross-sectionof the CNFmembrane. (e) Absorption spectra of the feed solution and filtrate of Aunanoparticles showing the filtration performance
of the CNFmembranes. (f) Absorption spectra of the initial methylene blue and the purified solution after adding CNFs inmethylene blue solution for
only 2 min. Insets in panels e and f, photographs of the corresponding solutions. (g) Breakthrough curves for passage of methylene blue solutions
through the CNF membrane and the column of granular active carbon.
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easily, which endow them with unique potentials for liquid

filtration and electrocatalysis. On the other hand, it is desir-

able to assemble disordered nanowires into well-defined

nanostructures for application in high-performance electronic,

optoelectronic, and electromechanical systems.5 We have

employed the Langmuir�Blodgett (LB) technique9 to pro-

duce wafer scale periodic hydrophilic TeNW films consisting

of arrayed nanowiremonolayer or multilayers (Figure 8a,c,e).38

The high reactivity of ultrathin TeNWs allows for direct transfer

of the TeNW films into ordered ultrathin Ag2Te (Figure 8b,d,f),

Cu2Te, or PbTe nanowire films and tellurium/telluride het-

eronanowire films.39 Specially, during the pattern transfer

process, the electric property is shifted from ohm character

of the TeNW patterns to memory effect of the Ag2TeNW

patterns (Figure 8g,h). Even with continuous application

of electric pulses for 2000 cycles, the Ag2TeNW memory

device shows no state disturbance (no overlap between the

high-resistance state and the low-resistance state) (Figure 8i,j).

In addition, the photoconductive properties of the tellurium

and telluride nanowire films suggest that they are sensitive

to light illumination, especially for the ordered Cu2Te nano-

wire films, whose rise and decay times were less than 1 s

(Figure 8k,l).

3.5. Macroscopic Monoliths of Nanofibers and Their

Applications. The formation of a series of macroscopic

nanofibrous membranes, and films, as discussed above,

undoubtedly reveal the outstanding self-assembling ability

of TeNWs, CNFs, and their templating derivates. In addition

to these macroscopic 2D materials, our systematic studies

on the template-directed HTC found that 3D nanofibrous

assemblies, that is, hydrogels and aerogels, could also be

obtained by regulating the reaction parameters.30 In this

reaction system, when the concentration of TeNW tem-

plates reached a critical value, TeNWs tended to physically

contact or approach each other. Further carbonization would

generate conformal coating around the TeNW network and

“soldered” them together at the contact points (Figure 9a).

The most impressive feature of the present synthesis is its

great versatility in scaling up the synthesis and controlling

the structural parameters of CNF gels. A CNF monolithic gel

with a volume of as large as 12 L has been fabricated

successfully by using a 16 L autoclave (Figure 9a,b). Addi-

tionally, the diameters of CNFs and the porosity of the gels

can be controlled in a wide range.30

Another attractive advantage of this synthesis is that the

obtained gels exhibit extraordinary mechanical flexibility

FIGURE6. (a) Photographs of various CNF-based composite nanofibrousmembranes. (b)Water adsorption by themagneticmembrane (CNF�Fe3O4)
actuated by a magnet. (c) Optical images of the zone of inhibition for CNF membrane (left panel) and CNF�Ag membrane (right panel). (d) Filtration
results for Escherichia coli using the CNF�Agmembrane. The colonies of E. coli bacteria grown by the culture of the unfiltered solution (left panel) and
filtrate (right panel). (e) Absorption spectra of a solution consisting of 4-nitrophenol and NaBH4 before and after passing through the CNF�Au
composite membrane. (b) Plot of percent conversion of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol against the volume of the solution passing through the
CNF�Au catalytic membrane. The inset shows the scheme of the catalytic reaction.
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(Figure 9c), which is contrast to the brittle nature of tradi-

tional silica-based aerogels. By taking these structural fea-

tures of 3D gels as well as the high surface reactivity of the

CNFs, we demonstrate the great potential of them for simple

removal of dye pollutants (Figure 9d) and as selective adsor-

bents for oil-spill cleanup (Figure 9e). Besides the template-

directed HTC process, the one-pot hydrothermal process has

also been developed to prepare monolithic assemblies of 1D

nanostructures,40,41 which are composed of silver-cross-linked

poly(vinyl alcohol) (silver-csPVA) hybrid nanocables (Figure 9f).

Further high-temperature pyrolysis resulted in elastomeric

conductors that displayed excellent repeatability of resistance

variation during deformation (Figure 9g).

The successful fabrication and enhanced properties of

these artificial nanofibrous gels motivate us to search for

natural biomaterials consisting of 3D nanofibrous networks.

Nata-de-coco, an indigenous dessert food of the Philippines,

is a kind of bacterial cellulose (BC) gel composed of inter-

connected 3D networks of nanofibers that have native

cellulose I crystal structure. Free-drying and pyrolysis of BC

gels can transform cellulose into carbon while maintaining

the 3D nanofibrous networks (Figure 9h). Infiltrating the

pyrolyzed BC aerogels with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

generates a highly conductive nanocomposite (Figure 9i)

that exhibits extraordinary electromechanical stability even

under high stretching and bending strain (Figure 9j).42

FIGURE 7. (a, b) SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of free-standing PtNWs
membrane. Inset in panel a, photograph of PtNW membrane. (c) ORR
curves of Pt/C, Pt black, and PtNWmembrane catalysts. (d) Loss of ECSA
of the three catalysts with the number of CV cycles.

FIGURE 8. (a, b) Photograph of ordered Te and Ag2Te nanowire monolayer on the glass slide, respectively. (c, d) TEM images of Te and Ag2Te
nanowire monolayer, respectively. (e, f) Small-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of ordered Te and Ag2Te nanowire monolayer on the glass slide,
respectively. (g) Current�voltage (I�V) curve of a 20-layer Te nanowire device measured in the dark. (h) I�V curves of 15 layers of Ag2Te nanowire
films in two voltage sweep directions. (i) Read-only memory applications of the Ag2Te nanowire film for about 2000 cycles. (j) Read-only memory
applications from 1000 to 1030 cycles. (k, l) Reversible switching of Te (k) and Cu2Te (l) nanowire patterns between low and high conductivity states
when the light was turned on and off.
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4. Conclusions and Prospects
Through various templating processes in 1D nanoscale, we

have successfully built up a family of 1D nanostructures that

cover a wide range of materials, including noble metals,

metal oxides, semiconductors, carbon, polymers, and their

binary and multiple hybrids. More importantly, these 1D

nanostructures with high aspect ratio can be easily as-

sembled into macroscopic functional materials such as

free-standing membranes, films, hydrogels, and aerogels,

which exhibit great application potentials in liquid filtration,

catalysis, electronic and optoelectronic devices, conductive

nanocomposites, and so on.

Besides these products described in this Account, there is

still large space for synthesizing other 1D nanostructures by

combining multiplex templating processes. More attention

should be given to designing 1D nanostructures with desir-

able functionalities and assembling them into macroscopic

materials targeted to special applications. It is highly mean-

ingful to further explore application potentials of the ob-

tained macroscopic assemblies, especially when the large-

scale synthesis of them has been achieved.30 For example,

the 3D nanofibrous networks of pyrolyzed CNFs and BC

aerogels can facilitate the transport of electrons, ions, and

other chemical species, even heat and force, making them

interesting in applications as electrode materials for energy

conversion and storage and polymer-based nanocompo-

sites with enhanced conductive, mechanical, and thermal

properties. Future activities in this field should also include

optimizing the storing conditions of the metastable TeNW

templates, recycling them, and searching for alternative 1D

templating materials with lower cost, while meeting other

FIGURE 9. (a) Photograph of a large-sized CNF hydrogel (∼12000 mL). (b) SEM images of the CNF aerogel showing the 3D nanofibrous networks.
Inset: photograph of a CNF aerogel. The red circles in the left image indicate the junctions. (c) Compressive stress�strain curve of the CNF hydrogel at
the set strain of 60%. Inset, sequential photographs of the CNF hydrogel during the compression processes. (d) Photographs demonstrating a facile
removal process toward dye pollutants (MB). (e) Photographs showing that a layer of gasoline can be absorbed by the silicone-coated CNF aerogel. (f)
Photographs of the Ag�PVA nanocable sponge (left) and Ag�C sponge (middle) and SEM image of the Ag�C sponge (right). (g) Photographs of LED
lamp showing its brightness is sensitive to the press loaded on the ITO glass. (h) Photographs of the BC (left) and pyrolyzed BC (middle) aerogels and
SEM image of the pyrolyzed BC aerogel (right). (i) SEM image of the pyrolyzed BC�PDMS composite. Inset, photograph of flexible composite.
(j) Variation of the normalized resistance (ΔR/R0) of the composite as a function of stretching cycles at a strain up to 80%. Inset, photograph showing
the stretching process.
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requirements of a good templating material. In fact, the

concepts and methods presented in this Account, including

the versatile templating process and the formationofmacro-

scopic assemblies from1Dnanostructures, can be applied to

other material systems involving zero-dimensional nano-

particles and two-dimensional nanosheets.
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